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"Neville's teachings add a dimension that I hadn't really contemplated in depth until now." - Dr.

Wayne Dyer, bestselling author and teacher What is the real secret to manifesting your deepest

desires? Why do you try so hard, and still not get what you want?This book will finally provide you

with the answers you searched for and have wanted to know for so long.Manifesting Miracles is a

definitive guide to manifestation, taught by the greatest modern teacher of the subject, Neville

Goddard. The advice, if applied, will change your life. Inside you will discover how to:*Access the

unlimited power of your imagination*Dramatically improve your health through belief*Joyfully elevate

your feelings of wealth and prosperity*Unlock keys to creativity and effortless inspiration*Develop

inner security and a fuller sense of spiritual well-beingDon't delay finding out about this life-changing

information. Scroll up to buy your copy today!
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One of Neville's best works. I would also suggest picking up "A Neville Goddard Reader", so you'll



have basically his entire collection. These little books are perfect for the beach bag, vacation time,

or just keeping them around to highlight and re-read..

If you believe you're a bit more than a biochemical random accidental product of the universe, nor

believe in some man-created,projected external God...get ready to discover the alternative with

Neville Goddard. Rediscover your Self and the world whether you're an Atheist, Buddhist, Taoist,

Christian or any other "ist", you won't fail to get some really challenging and useful insights. It

certainly helps to take responsibility, ownership and embrace a healthy, positive perspective on Life.

This is how I review any and all of Neville's work with a deep sense of gratitude to the man.

Short book...summarizes the key points of Neville Goddard's work. I've read all the other Neville

Goddard books and some of his lectures.I found the answers to the questions in this book

helpful...and, like many of his books, he often says things in one place differently from some of his

other books...and sometimes this 'new way' of stating previous material makes a very positive

difference. I found that to be the case in this book.

It is a truly nice, little book that teaches importance of imagination and power of thoughts. It maybe

especially helpful during tough times.

I was not brought up as a Christian so it was hard to read due to its heavy use of Biblical quotes but

once I got past that block it was easy to understand the central message of the book! Imagination is

everything! Hindus call it Maya! This book teaches you the fundamentals of how in everything

manifest in our lives and how to CONSCIOUSLY manifest everything that we want in life and leave

out things we don't! Grand-daddy of Abraham and all other recent "Attraction" literature!

I enjoyed the book. I never agreed with the teachings of the Bible by certain pastors and reverends

but his book really made me think. Ever since I was little they way they taught the Bible never made

sense to me. Being scared of God never made sense to me. Taking responsibility away from

ourselves and blaming it on everything else made no sense to me. So finding this book out

everything in to perspective FOR ME! If you are a closed minded religious nut I wouldn't get the

book because I THINK you would be probably be offended. Just giving you a heads up! But if you're

open to viewing the Bible in a different way then give it a read.



I really enjoy Neville's approach in sharing his knowledge, what he knows to be true through his

practice of living. I find his interpretation of the Bible to be amazingly insightful and

informative.Originally I was going to skip the questions, but at the encouragement from a friend, I

read them, and I am So Happy I did.mMost Excellent!

Henry Dowser "Dowsing for Self-Healing" mentions this man a lot and now I know why. The

recordings on YouTube are poor audio but this man shoots you mind into fast drive and the

possibilities are endless.
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